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Abstrat
Exploring urrent literature whih assess relations between og-
nitive ability and height, obesity, and its produtivity-employability
eet on women's labor market, we appraised the Argentine ase to
quantify for soial-physial interations whih involve anthropometri
and traditional eonomi variables. Hene, an anthropometri Miner
approah has been adapted by using probabilisti and ensured eono-
metri models whih were developed for it. There has been found
evidene that ould be understood as the existene of disriminative
behavior on the obese women to market entrane; besides, a good
performane of women height as an unobserved approximation of the
ognitive ability measure to explain feminine produtivity.
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1 Introdution
The physial appearane has always had an important role determining the
develop of the soial behavior of every individual, sine hildhood to the
old ages, the human being always has depended of its biologial prop, and
indeed an interesting topi of researh to shed light by founding how the
anthropometri information ould be aeting the labor market performane.
In this work, we intend to unwrap these anthropometri fators whih ould
have signiant eets on exluding or inluding women on the labor market,
by seeking theirs inuene on labor opening and produtivity performane of
women between 16 and 49 years-old in Argentina, through an anthropometri
perspetive throughout this paper. Thereby, we are partiularly interested
in assess the anthropometri information provided for an Argentine health-
aimed survey, the orner stone of our paper to obtain evidene aordingly
to the anthropometri-eonomi hypotheses to be presented.
By way of Miner's earnings funtion, Miner (1974, [23℄), whih is one
of the suess stories in labor eonomis; nevertheless, regarding the omitted
variables bias we have the feeling that this is not enough to explain earnings.
For instane, if we onsider goodness of t measures that are usually not higher
than 0.5 and likewise empirial evidene demonstrates that further personal
harateristis are important for earnings determinations when lassial
variables had been ontained into Miner's analysis.
In this sense to improve Miner's estimation, our entral goal is to om-
prehend and explore whether women's anthropometri variables ontribute
or not to determine patterns in labor market by regarding the wage per-
eption for eah region as well as eah skill setor, and how theirs eets
may dier between demographi and anthropometri features onto earnings
gradients.
In order to evaluate the eet of tallness and obesity traits over labor
market, we will have been using a probit along with a hekman ensured
model; both of these ommonly used models in labor eonomis although
in our ase by inluding anthropometri variables. Basially we attempt to
explore two basi issues:
(i) Pursue eventual lues of disrimination for women highlighting what
body mass index and waist irumferene variables would tell to us.
(ii) Considering height aord with an ability proxy and a good instrument
for unobserved ability measure, an anthropometri Miner approah
would be implemented to quantify the height-stature inuene through
both ensured and probabilisti models.
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Assuming that the anthropometri measures are playing a role to de-
termine women labor market performane, variables as body mass index,
human height-stature and waist irumferene were taken to quantify theirs
eet. To appraise all these fator whih ould be onditioning feminine la-
bor market opening, a Probit model would be rightly deployed to ontrol
by means of demographi, eonomi and now anthropometri variables, that
aet market employability. A omplete ountry regression, would be made
along with for every region by looking for partiular labor regional behavior.
Afterwards it, a ensured seletion model will be deployed to appraise the
interations between produtivity and anthropometri ondition.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 there will
has plaed the theoretial bakground where related literature shall be pre-
sented. Setion 3 deals with the desription of data soure and the disussion
of preliminary evidene based on unonditional and basis statistis analysis
as well as the setup of the hypothesis bunh. Setion 4 reveals the anthropo-
metri Miner framework. Setion 5 onentrates on estimating probability
models for employment for all ountry and eah region, whih shall try to
assess women employment hanes of market entering, the partiular eet of
multiple fators to determine labor wage pereived and what it means upon
underlying disrimination terms. Earnings equations are presented and es-
timated in Setion 6, where sample seletion problem will be disussed and
aounted through an anthropometri two step Hekman's approah on-
sidered for every jobs type; and Setion 7, for ultimately onlusion and a
disussion onerning to found evidene.
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2 Theoretial Bakground
2.1 Obesity and its Labor Meaning
Seeking for obesity disrimination lues on labors markets, we found large
theoretial literature related to this topi, within the mainstream, Cawley-
Danziger (2004, [7℄) found that high body weight is an important barrier
to labor market suess speially for white women than for Afro-Amerian
women. On the rst mentioned group a negative orrelation was founded be-
tween weight and labor market outomes suh as employment, hours worked,
and earnings. Nevertheless, among Afro-Amerian women, weight is neither
orrelated with employment, hours worked, nor earnings, though it is with
the perentage of months had spent on welfare assistane between survey's
interviews; hene, by providing suggestive evidene that these dierenes
between white and Afro-Amerian women in the relationship between body
weight and labor market outomes are partly due to dierential weight-based
disrimination to labor entrane.
In other labor-obesity addressed paper for the U.S. labor market anal-
ysis, Bhattaharya-Bundorf (2005, [3℄) found that a substantial part of the
lower wages among obese women attributed to labor market disriminatory
behavior an be explained by the higher health insurane premiums required
to over them.
To quantify better obesity measures, Cawley-Burkhauser(2006, [6℄), in
other U.S. based survey, on the aws of the body mass index (BMI) to mea-
sure real fatness, beause that an not dierentiates between musle and fat
tissue, had shown that while BMI is positively orrelated with the probabil-
ity of employment disability when body mass is divided into its omponents:
fatness, positively orrelated with labor disability while fat-free mass suh
as musle negatively orrelated with, baking up the existene of obesity
based disriminative behavior.
2.2 Height and Earnings
Diving into the huge anthropometry and soial literature, it has long been
reognized that taller adults hold jobs of higher status and, on average, earn
more than other workers. Gowin (1915, [10℄), presents survey evidene do-
umenting the dierene in the distributions among heights of exeutives and
the average men. It also ompares the heights of people diering status in
the same profession, nding that bishops are taller on average than preah-
ers in small towns, and sales managers are taller than salesmen, with similar
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results for lawyers, teahers, and railroad employees.
A large number of hypotheses have been put forward to explain the asso-
iation between height and earnings. In developing ountries, the height pre-
mium in earnings is often attributed to the greater strength and better health
that aompany height [11, 26℄. In developed ountries, a stful researhers
have emphasized fators suh as self-esteem [8, 17℄, soial dominane [14, ?℄
and disrimination [18, 20℄.
More reently, in a paper of Persio, Postlewaite and Silverman (2004,
[24℄), through extensive height and wage studies, suggest that boys who are
taller during adolesene are more likely to partiipate in soial ativities
that build human apital. They postulate that adolesent experienes are
responsible for the higher earnings observed on taller men in adulthood, so
that those who are short as teenagers have lower earnings, even if their stature
athes up by adulthood. Fousing on white males, their prinipal outome
is that the teen height, but not the adult height is positively signiantly
orrelated with log wages when ontrolling for variables suh as eduation,
work experiene, rae, gender, region, industry, oupation, family and shool
bakground. If so, tall men who were short in high shool earn like short
men, while short men whom were tall in high shool earn like tall men. They
believe that tall high-shool kids learn to think of themselves as leaders and
thus beome self-ondent teenagers, those who are more likely to join soial
groups where they learn to interat with people, an important harateristi
in the working life.
2.3 Height and Cognitive Ability
While positive orrelation between body height and ognitive ability has been
doumented in studies strething bak barely a entury [28℄, the preise links
between height and ognition are still not well understood. A paper work on
the determinants of ognitive ability suggest an important role for nutrition,
whih may prove to be a signiant link between height and intelligene
[19, 16℄. Other researh branh arms that there may be hemial hannels
that inuene both height and ognition. Work on insulin-like growth fators
suggests that these may aet body growth meanwhile also inuening areas
of the brain in whih ognition ours [2℄.
Despite genes are key determinants of individual height, many studies
suggest that dierenes in average height aross populations are largely due
to environmental fators [26℄. Beard and Blaser (2002, [1℄) who onsidered
evolution time, the marked inrease in heights observed throughout the de-
veloped world during the 20th Century ourred too rapidly to be due to
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seletion and geneti variation.
Although reent researhes on the geneti ties between height and intel-
ligene show mixed results. In a Norwegian twin study suggests that ap-
proximately a third of the orrelation between height and intelligene may
be due to overlapping geneti fators [27℄. However, other work on Finnish
twins nds no evidene that the orrelation between height and eduational
attainment is due to geneti overlap [25℄. Magnusson et. al. (2006, [20℄),
omparing rst and seond born biologial brothers in Sweden, found that
the taller brother was signiantly more likely to attend higher eduation.
Following the ognitional hannel to explain height premium, Case and
Paxson (2006, [5℄) sought for height returns by using the NHIS
1
survey for
U.S. and the NCDS
2
for U.K. labor markets. Controlling by variables as mea-
sures of hildhood ognitive test and anthropometri measures, they found
that the return to height in earnings equations is mostly eliminated by adding
ognitional test data, onsistent with the hypothesis that eonomi returns
to height are the result of orrelation between height and ognitive ability
a orrelation that is early evident in life and remains throughout. In other
words they propose a simply expliations saying that on average, taller peo-
ple earn more beause they are smarter. Suggesting that as early as age 3,
before shooling a person had had a hane to play a role, taller hildren
perform signiantly better on ognitive tests. Therefore, tall hildren are
muh more likely to beome tall adults
3
. As adults, taller individuals are
more likely to selet into higher paying oupations that require more ad-
vaned verbal and numerial skills and greater ognitive abilities, for whih
they earn handsome returns.
They obtained estimates of earnings equations whih indiate that the
height premium in earnings is generally eliminated when measures of og-
nitive ability in hildhood are inluded in the models, lear evidene of an
ability-height replaement, and onsequently providing diret evidene on the
positiveness of ovariane between ognitive ability and height is positive.
2.4 Anthropometri Measures
The most ommon denition of obesity used in the soial siene literature
is based in Body Mass Index (BMI): BMI greater or equal than 30. Nev-
ertheless, there are a variety of obesity denitions, orresponding to various
1
National Health Interview Survey
2
National Child Development Study
3
They also armed that orrelation between height in hildhood and adulthood was
approximately 0.7 for both gender, with 0.92 for girls relative to 0.77 for boys.
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measures of fatness, the strengths and weaknesses of eah denition of obesity
depends ertainly on the strengths and weaknesses of the fatness denition
on whih it is based.
Being the body mass index the ratio outome oming from the relation
among the weight (W) and squared height (H).
BMI =
W
H2
(1)
Aord to this gauges it respond the follow riteria:
BMI(H,W) =
{
Obese if BMI ≥ 30 kg./m.2
Non-Obese if BMI < 30 kg./m.2
The use of BMI to lassify people as obese also results in false positives
beause people who are musular but not fat have a higher BMI; aording
with reent studies these false positives totalled 9.9 perent of non-obese men
and 1.8 perent of non-obese women ([6℄, p. 4.). Despite this aw on BMI
to mark women is less likely to be inaurately lassied as obese than men
on the basis of BMI beause they are less likely to be heavily musular.
There are a wide agreement in medial literature that BMI measures are
seriously awed beause it an not distinguish fatness from fat-free mass suh
as musle and bone. Findings from medial literature also suggest that it is
not just the amount of fat that matters, but also the loation or distribution
of that fat. In partiular, abdominal viseral fat (i.e. that loated around
the internal organs) is assoiated with an elevated risk of morbidity ([6℄, p.
7.). We do privilege waist irumferene measure whih onsiderate an obese
woman alike one on who hers abdominal perimeter irumferene threshold
equal or larger than 88 m.
WC(cm) =
{
Obese if WC ≥ 88 m.
Non-Obese if BMI < 88 m.
Naturally, the measure of human height is measured on entimeters. Re-
marking the height's evolution, after a period of intense growth from ages 0
to 3, growth beomes relatively stable at approximately 6 m. a year until
adolesene, at whih point the AGS
4
,([5℄, p. 3.), aelerates growth until
its peak veloity by approximately 10 m./year.
Adult height is also sensitive to environmental onditions experiened in
hildhood. The period from birth to age three is generally identied as the
most ritial to adult height. The speed of growth is more rapid during this
4
The Adolesent Growth Spurt.
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period than at any other during the life time, and nutritional needs are the
greatest at this point. Environmental onditions in hildhood also aet the
timing of the growth patterns desribed above, for instane infetions an be
frequent and severe in early hildhood, and these an impair growth. The
onset's age of the AGS has fallen over the past two enturies, in step with
a fall in age at maturation. In late 19th Century Europe, adult height was
attained at age 26, remarkably dierent from today's estimates of age 18 for
boys, and age 16 for girls [1℄. Clearly people's height, within their interation
group, remain as an important fator to determine soial behavior.
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3 Data, Hypotheses, and Preliminary Evidene
Using data surveyed in the middle of 2005 by means of the ENNyS, the
astilian aronym of Nutritional and Health National Survey, and taking
the setion of women among 10 to 49 years-old for every Argentine region,
we were proeed through thoughtful analysis not merely onsidering lassial
information provided as eduation, aged, ospring, total families members,
family salary pereived, qualiation skills of their job, head household la-
bor status and so on; although besides those we have taken anthropometri
gauges as well.
Our sample onsisted in 6193 women distributed aross the ountry, on
it were being gathered demographi, eonomi and anthropometri informa-
tion. The ultimate mentioned the entral feature aimed of our urrent eort,
where anthropometri data was arued aord internationals standards of
measures norms [29℄.
Despite wonderful information displayed by the ENNyS, important lim-
itation there were on the fat that it not presents panel struture, only one
ohort sample is available; probably, in further years we would ontain with
anthropometri panel data struture able to enhane studies with this sope.
However, by far the mainly drawbak of our data is that it has not been
aruing for individual wages, but it does through the total family inome
reords.
Basially we shall be attempted to deal with the following hypotheses:
(i) Obese women employees earn, on average, less than thinner women.
(ii) Taller women employees earn on average more than others women work-
ers.
(iii) Obese women have less probabilities to be employed.
(iv) The relation between the height and the labor market outomes are
mainly due to the orrelation of human height with unobserved abil-
ity. Therefore, human height might be quantifying better the earnings
regressions funtioning.
From 6193 surveyed observations, only 4906 were taken by theoretial as-
sumption, non response, and inongruent observations. Had been disarded
all those feminine younger than 16 years-old, supposedly reahing a omplete
AGS at this age, whih in observations terms meant to drop out 280 obser-
vations. Unintelligible observations
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from waist irumferene (989), height
5
Corresponding to Don't know, Non respondent and others.
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(14) and body mass index (1) measures along with a few missing observation
from the family monetary inome pereived
6
were left aside, totalizing 1287
dropped observations.
Given that only the total salary per family reeived is available in the sur-
vey, data naturally inlude also yonder wages pereived from males bread-
winner who ontribute to the total family inome. To ope with this, we
would have aounted only for those women who reported have been work-
ing at least 1 hours during the last week
7
before reord survey's date, as
long as unless reported absene reasons did not impliate lose their working
ondition
8
.
Approahing as possible we an to the individual feminine wage perep-
tion; making its denition insofar enough restritive to ensure us a nearer
individual real inome pereption. Aording with former, we proeed with
the next strategy to gured out the individual woman's wage by taking pro-
portional wages for those who had reported working and at the same time
have never aounted for male's ontributions within their family luster;
dubbing it the woman's quasi-wage as wi, suh that.
wi =
itfj I(wij > 0 | mj = 0)
nj
∀ i = 1... N ; j = 1... M (2)
Where N is the total number of worker's women, M the number of family
lusters has been taken, n is the number of working people whatever be their
gender at the j family luster, the woman's quasi-wage of this family will
be a proportion of the total family inome
9 (itf ), regarding before whether
this woman surveyed reports had working within last week (wij > 0) or
not; besides, having reported monthly total earnings greater than zero
10
into
her family luster j . The total family inome (itf ), whih has inluded the
speially quasi-wage of this observed woman wi, also regarded that no one
head male had reported salary ontributions (i.e. mi = 0) within the luster
this women pertains.
In this manner, we neutralized the head male's wages for families when
woman not has pereive wages of neither type. However, we are supposing
that all women into a family bunh who reported pereive wage are gaining
the same proportionally salary independent of their relative ondition within
6
989, 14, 1 and 3 observations exluded respetively.
7
Questionnaire 1, question 14, ENNyS.
8
Vaany-liense, personal, strike-suspension and others; options 2, 3, 4, and 5 respe-
tively, question 15 same questionnaire.
9
The total family inome pereived per family luster in monthly salary onept.
10
Atually greater than at least 10 monthly pesos per family pereived.
10
their family luster. The number of observations that pereive inome using
this sheme fall to only 1013, quite lesser than 2358 observed women
11
on
behalf of more representative and aurate estimations, regardless male's
ontribution restrition on women's quasi-wage denition.
Towards the rst desriptive evidene presented in Table 1, whih ap-
praises the basis means of the women's quasi-wage, and the anthropometri
proportions by desribing the data to be used then through onditional anal-
ysis. The results from this appreiation, are learly our rst soial piture
and at the same time the preliminary evidene of our anthropometri la-
bor situation helping us to understand the role played by anthropometry on
women's labor market.
As Table 1 shows us the women's quasi-wages and the anthropomet-
ri gauges grouped by eduational, aging, and obesity-height traits with
weighted means for all ountry data. First olumn orresponds to the aver-
age wages for every feminine ategory where there are an 20.7% of women
employed on formal market who delared to pereive wages without a head
male, the rest (79.3%)
12
are pereiving salary although with a head male
ontributor being either it husband or oexisting partner, are out of the
labor market, not searhing jobs, or not willing for (inative), or those who
are unemployed and searhing jobs, and a handful of disarded observation.
Suddenly, the average quasi-wage earnings from managerial jobs was quite
lower than those from supervisors and tehniian, to grasp this inoherene
we looked up for the orresponding questions
13
on the ENNyS by asking:
Whih is the skill qualiation of your job?. Probably a broadly sight of
manage-diretion denition was judged for those women who had hosen
the item 6 Diretion/Managerial Tasks, by inluding a wide meaning of
manage, sine little rms ommand positions to publi managerial ativities
as well, and not exlusively allude to CEO positions.
Aording to our insight and one of the presented hypotheses, tehniian
and professionals women are more taller on average, sliding us an initial hint
of ognitive ability linked to height and earns. In a glimpse, we an also nd
that in average obese women through waist irumferene and BMI gauges
gain lower wages than theirs thinner and weightless works olleagues. The
prevalene of obesity analysis, an be seen on the Table 1 as an important
dierene on the obesity proportions depending by the yardstik that might
11
Despite atually 2542 women have reported work, were disarded those families who
reported inoherent itf , lower than ten pesos per family-month (16), or not delared
pereive inome (168)
12
1016 and 3890 respetively observations.
13
Questionnaire 1, setion 18 of ENNyS survey.
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be taken to gauge it. The BMI has aounted a 17.9% of obese women preva-
lene; notwithstanding, when we onsider the waist irumferene measure,
we bump into with an awesome 30.9% of obesity prevalene, almost twie
than the previous obesity yardstik, pereiving a quite aurate lak for BMI
whih agrees with prior ited literature.
Likewise prior, though with height, leaving the survey through the me-
dian
14
, aording with another hypothesis, the upper groups have higher
averages returns than other shorter women; as a matter of fat, the height
attempts give us somewhat more information about what determine women's
wages on labor market.
14
Genetis height dierenes between regions (for instane NOA has the lower median
height in ompare with others regions, with 2.2 m. lower than GBA's median) not meant
pattern hanges from national trend, averages quasi-wage pereived remain higher for
taller women at every region onsidered.
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4 Anthropometri Miner Framework
One of our hypotheses is that the assoiations between height and labor
market outomes are either due to the orrelation of height with ognitional
ability. Thus, the height eet in the labor market is not due to pure disrim-
ination against shorter individuals, nor are they due to the greater strength
or physial ability of taller people. Rather, the height premium is due to
omitted variables bias. Hene, by way of height oeient estimation, we
expet reet returns to unmeasured ognitive ability. On the other hand,
our anthropometri interest ompel us to grasp for lues of obesity disrim-
ination as well. To ath both eets we proeed with the follow Miner
model tted to an anthropometri variables usage.
w = X ′β + Z ′α + ε (3)
Follow the Case and Paxson (2006, [5℄) approah by taking the height as
ability although adding BMI-WC measures to delve for disriminative eet,
we an reformulate the miner onto this:
w = X ′β + Z ′hαh + Z
′
oαo + ε (4)
Wherew is the traditional log wages, the estimated height premiumαh ;X
as the lassi demographi variables group and the Z 's vetor, whih ontain
the anthropometri variables being Zh the height related variables, and Zo
the obesity measures (i.e. BMI and WC). Inluding all the supposed relation
among height-ability or obesity-disriminative behavior by embraing all the
interation within the unobservable term (ε), the latter equation now stands
as:
εi = θηi + δηi + ei (5)
Where e is the idiosynrati omponent of earnings assumed to be orthog-
onal to height. Naturally, this abilities and disriminative oeients rep-
resenting the Miner's errors are indeed unobserved, although assume that
both ability types variables alike obesity disrimination are non orthogonal
linked with height and obesity gauges.
Cleaving the framework able to inlude multiple kinds of ability as well as
insofar of disriminative eets, all of whih may have dierent orrelation
with height ([5℄, p. 9.). In that way suppose that there are two types of
produtive abilities: ognitive ability (ηc) and physial strength (ηs).
εi = θ
cηci + θ
sηsi + δη
d
i + ei (6)
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Being these two height related sorts of produtivity: ognitive-ability (ηc)
empirially linked with heights (Zh), and physial-ability (η
s
) related as muh
with height as BMI-WC measures (Z o) . The disriminative unobserved
eet (ηd) has been assumed link up with BMI-WC measures in Zo sine the
assiduous existent prior evidene disussed behind [3, 6, 7℄.
Having ahieved the armation that height play a role reduing the earn-
ings equations bias; we ought to be able of prove that the unobserved ability
has a positive orrelation with height; in this manner, we would be longing
get ognitional information to ope with the present hypothesis, yet unavail-
able for us, we ount instead with dierent jobs ategories from blue ollar
to tehniians and diretive positions sorted in ENNyS survey, on whih we
an assume this are related with some kind of ognitional ability. By being
written (3) the logarithm of the women's quasi-wage that a worker reeives
in oupation j is:
wnm = X
′
nnβnm + Z
′
nnαnm + εn.m ∀ i = 1, . . n ; j = 1, . . m (7)
Being n the number of surveyed women who pereive wages aording to
(2) andm the skill sorting for eah oupation (i.e. from blue to white ollar,
tehnial or managerial job's type). The wage equation has the same form
used above, but with returns to produtive abilities that vary aross dierent
skill and oupations. And now having rewritten unobserved ability (6) for
the quasi-wage oupation wj by suppressing the individual subsript suh
that:
εj = θ
c
jη
c + θsjη
s + δjη
d + ej (8)
Aordingly with literature whih assumes that height is orrelated with
the number of produtive abilities on oupational hoie, we assume that
the returns to these dierent abilities vary aross oupations [13, 9℄, hene
workers sort themselves into the oupations that yield the highest returns,
therewith height is more strongly assoiated with ognitive ability than phys-
ial ability whih assume in (6) suh that θcj > θ
s
j (as Case & Paxson had
proven empirially) then taller workers will sort into the oupation j that
require greater ognitive skill rather than physial one. Given that θj is not
observable, yes it is by way of height, suh that αhj1 > αhj2 where oupa-
tion j1 is assumed more ognitional intensive than j2. Former hypothesis
is going to be empirially tested on setion 6 through a ensured model of
earning equations. On the next setion through an anthropometri Probit
model, will be trying to deal mainly with the obesity ondition impliations
to aount for obesity seletion on the labor market's inlusion.
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5 Anthropometri Probit for Labor Partiipa-
tion
Addressing the rst onditional analysis whih involve anthropometri mea-
sures. We estimate a probabilisti model to nd how the height-obesity
would be explaining the women's labor state. In this sense, we attempt to
nd some evidene of physial ondition as an obstale to labor opening given
anthropometri and eonomis variables apiee individual.
By trying gured out the women's probability of being employed for an
individual woman, there was reated a dihotomi variable aimed to represent
the reeived wage estimated alike a token of market presene, whih indiates
the salary pereption of an speial woman. To build our outome variable,
have been seized from survey respondents to Did you works within the last
week at least one hour?
15
, where the armatives answers are oded as one
(i.e. Yi=1) or does not subsequently follow of item 1 or 6
16
, are oded as
zero (i.e. Yi=0). There were 2542 women who reported working ondition,
spotting this new variable as one.
This binary outome is used as the dependent variable in our Probit
regression model. We believe that a set of fators, suh as age, marital
status, eduation, and others family features, gathered all in the vetor X ,
and similarly with anthropometri one gathered on the Z vetor to explain
working status. Conformed our dependent variable, then we have:
Pr(Y = 1|X,Z) = Φ(X ′β, Z ′α)
Pr(Y = 0|X,Z) = 1− Φ(X ′β, Z ′α)
The probability model is a regression suh that:
E(Y |X,Z) = 0[1− Φ(X ′β, Z ′α)] + [Φ(X ′β, Z ′α)] (9)
Letting be Φ the umulative density funtion for the assumed normal
ontinuous probability distribution; it ould be written as:
Pr(Y = 1|X,Z) =
∫ X′
i
β,Z′
i
α
−∞
φ(i)d(i) = Φ(X ′β, Z ′α) (10)
The funtion Φ(.) is a ommonly used notation for the standard normal
distribution.
15
Referred to questionnaire 1, question 14, ENNyS survey.
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Questionnaire 1, question 15, option 1:Non want, wish or an't work (inative per-
son), and option 6: Don't get work. (unemployed) ENNyS survey.
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One distributions supposes assumed, the itemize equations would be:
Pr(yi = 1|Xi, Zi) = X
′
iβ + Z
′
iα + εi ∀ i = 1 . . . N (11)
Equation (11) means that the probability of individual i being employed
given her harateristis, represented by vetors X and Z of dimensions K.1,
is equal to the value of funtion Φ(.) evaluated at some point X ′iβ and Ziα,
where β and α are also a K.1 vetor of unknown parameters, to be estimated
by maximum likelihood proedures.
Working status dependent variable (yi), dened as a binary indiator,
equal to one for a working individual, regardless whether her had whatever
job kind, rst for all over the ountry regression, and then for every region
as well, is trying to identied regional eets on the probability of being
employed.
The individual harateristis to be onsiderate are inasmuh demographi
as anthropometri kind. TheX 's vetor ontains a set of ontrols for hara-
teristis that might be aeting oupational hoie, independent of workers'
non-time-varying produtive abilities, it omprehend variables as: edua-
tional attained dummies, primary eduation ahieved `edup', inomplete
seondary eduation `edusi', seondary eduation ahieved `edus', inom-
plete university level `edusupi', ompleted university eduation `edusup',
and urrent attendane status' dummy about her urrent eduational atten-
dane situation `asistees', age `edad', age squared `edadsq', the number of
hildren alive for eah family `ant hij', number of people oexisting within
respetive family bunh `fam num', the marital or oexisting partner status'
dummy `onviv', whether the head male are working `jtrab', and the family
propriety right status `prop viv' (i.e. owner or tenant family's ondition).
Besides, the regional dummies for the thorough ountry regression, and eah
partiular region, suh as `uyo' for Cuyo region's dummy variable, `nea'
North East, `noa' North West, `pamp' Pampeana and `pata' Patagonia.
Geared to not fall in the dummies' trap we neither onsidered the inom-
plete primary eduational nor the Greater Buenos Aires regional dummies
as regressors.
The Z 's vetor omprises the anthropometri one, where `talla' is the
height gauge in entimeters units, `perime' orresponds to waist irumfer-
ene, `im' the body mass index. The anthropometri dummies will also
be dubbed as `uppermed', whih aounts those individuals taller than the
population median, `perob' based on waist irumferene threshold, and the
body mass index `imob'. The two latter are signalling the obesity ondition
of individuals by way of above dened riteria.
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Probit's results in Table 2 shown that women's wage pereption is poorly
explained by the regressors as indiated by the Pseudo R-squared. Alike the
ase of Greater Buenos Aires, Cuyo and Patagonia; the all ountry Pseudo
R-squared is either small; a little bit more higher goodness of t values are
founded for NEA, NOA and Pampeana regions.
By aording to what we ould be expeting, omplete higher eduation
and age suh as experiene proxy are signiant for barely all region exept-
ing for Probit's estimation of Greater Buenos Aires where only the number
of hildren and age were signiantly found as benhmark to aet inlu-
sion market probability, as is being seen on Table 2. Likewise, age eet as
experiene measure, has signiantly positive eets on all regions by exept-
ing Cuyo. Complete seondary eduational dummy eet remains positive
over all ountry and Pampeana's regressions, albeit the latter rather weaken
than the aforementioned. Current attendane to an eduative institution
seems has highly orrelations with jobs aross the ountry, yet partiularly
for NEA's region.
Conversely, on the women's partiipation and employment probability,
age squared has signiantly dereased the hanes to be employed. This
negative outome to squared experiene might be understood inasmuh our
sample only ontains individuals until 49 years-old women. On the other
hand, the number of woman's hildren variable abides as the mainly impair-
ing fator on market entrane for all and eah region exepting Cuyo.
Having the propriety right on her own dwelling family plae, appearing
has more inidene in Cuyo, NOA and Pampeana region's estimations; al-
though, formerly has aounted for negative eet output. Regarding the
ountry level regression for this variable, its eet is either positive and sig-
niative. The Male presene variable as the head earner in family luster,
has positive and signiative eet on labor employability for all ountry
oeients, partiularly with stronger impat on NEA's and NOA's regions
partiularly.
The anthropometri evidene provided for Cuyo was negative for the
height variable (talla), and setting unertainty up on prior explained hy-
pothesis about height as an ability yardstik. Furthermore, formerly ould
arise a quest: are Cuyo markets seeking for ompliant and submissive women
or are them more interested or enthusiasti to delve a job?. Undoubtedly
further researh and a lot of work would be needed to arry out with this
inquire.
Other regional-physial variable to be onsidered is the obese women's
dummy (imob) for NOA's region, positively daubed, appears having more
market aeptane by women with body mass indies higher than 30; this
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seems to assert that NOA's labor market has preferred robust women; there-
fore, we would not say nothing about women's obesity disrimination in this
region. Undoubtedly the paradoxial ase understand to NEA's probability
regression whih has gathered positive returns to body mass index inrements
meanwhile was being signiantly reeived negative outomes from waist ir-
umferene variable, with equation (1) in mind, height probably beomes to
play an positive underlying role on labor market's entry.
Perhaps the somber faded evidene of obesity disrimination towards la-
bor market opening, rest on the negative eet of waist irumferene vari-
able, whih indiate subtle lues of obesity disrimination over all Argentine
women's labor market, regionally mentioned eet still remains signiantly
greater for NEA and Patagonia. Regarded the waist irumferene impor-
tane on market opening, by plotting to appraise and visualize the marginal
eet for an innitesimal hange in waist irumferene, as is being seen in
Figure 1. By setting the exogenous variables at their means at the same
time as regional dummies are equaled to zero, an be distinguished on the all
ountry regression, a downward slant whih has subtly onvex tail indiating
that thinner women are onsiderably more likely to be employed than those
women with higher waist irumferenes who have lower probability of get-
ting work. This downward slant on marginal eets ould be suggested the
presene of underlying obesity disrimination perturbations within a riterion
of labor entrane seletion.
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6 Anthropometri Hekman's Seletion Model
Presently setion is aimed to study and disussing the mainly determinants of
women's earnings in Argentina regarding anthropometri fators; moreover,
the lassial fousing on dierenes by skills abilities and the role played
by eduating and family-demographi environment to evaluate the women's
quasi-wage as around all ountry as eah region as well.
Aordingly prior, in this setion we would be shedding some light on the
determinants of the earning inome for the Argentine's women among 16 and
49 years-old thorough all labor market as well as for every skill setor. Alike
prior Probit model, although ushered to the earning produtivity equation,
our main goal is to explore in what extent eduation, family environment,
and anthropometry trait help to explain the eets of those on quasi-wage
gradients outome.
A wide spread standing disussion related to estimation of Miner's equa-
tions is the possibility that returns to eduation be biased due to omitted
variables, espeially those linked to individuals with innate ability
17
. Unfor-
tunately, we do not have information available to ontrol for this potentially
harmful omission. Despite this hopeless armation, based on Case and Pax-
son (2006, [5℄), who have used human height as an ability proxy manner, we
expet to ope with this problem.
6.1 The Censured Problem
Classially, an often problem onerning estimation of Miner's equations
is that wages are only observed for working individuals, therewith ordinary
least-squares (OLS) estimation ould get biased estimators output whether,
as expeted, the mehanism that selets individuals in and out of the sample
were orrelated with potential earnings. Hene we use Hekman's two-step
proedure [12, 30℄ to obtain onsistent estimators avoiding eventual exis-
tene of sample seletion. Proportions numbers to justify the latter deed, is
presented the next model:(
yi
si
)
+
(
X ′β + Z ′α
W ′γ
)(
ui
vi
)
,
(
ui
vi
)
∼ NID(0, σ2) (12)
Hekman's two-step method is based on the fat that the rst equation
of (12), for observations where merely yi is observed, an be rewritten as
yi = X
′
iβ + Z
′
iα+ ρσυi + ei (13)
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A lassial example in Card (1994, [4℄).
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Here the error term ui is divided into two parts: one perfetly orrelated
with vi , the error term in the equation for the latent variable si , and one
independent of vi . The idea is to replae the unobserved error term vi in (13)
by its mean onditional on si = 1 and on the explanatory variablesWi . This
onditional mean is:
E(υi|si = 1,Wi) = E(υi|υi > −Wiγ,Wi) =
φ(Wiγ)
Φ(Wiγ)
(14)
The quantity φ(x)/Φ(x) is known as the inverse Mill's ratio. In the rst step
of Hekman's two-step method, an ordinary Probit model is used to obtain
onsistent estimates γˆ of the parameters of the seletion equation. On the
seond step, the unobserved vi in regression (13) is replaed by the seletivity
regressor φ(Wiγˆ)/Φ(Wiγˆ), and regression (13) beomes:
yi = Xiβ + Ziα +
φ(Wiγˆ)
Φ(Wiγˆ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
λi
ρ+ νi (15)
Being the inverse Mill's ratio λ = φ(Wiγˆ)/Φ(Wiγˆ) This Hekman regres-
sion, as is often alled, is easy to estimate by OLS and yields onsistent
estimates of β .
Regression (15), provides a test for sample seletivity as well as an es-
timation tehnique. The oeient of the seletivity regressor is ρσ . Sine
σ 6= 0, the ordinary t statisti for this oeient to be zero an be used
to test the hypothesis that ρ = 0, and it will be asymptotially distributed
as N(0; 1) under the null hypothesis. Whether this oeient is not signi-
antly dierent from zero, the investigator may reasonably deide or not that
seletivity beomes a problem and proeed to use least squares as usual.
Looking forward for empirial evidene and aording with former on-
epts, we dene the dependent variable as the log of labor quasi-wage for
every feminine worker pereived for eah family aordingly to (2), by being
measured in Argentinean pesos of 2005. Earnings equations are assumed
to be linear, and its orresponding oeients measure the onstant semi-
elastiity of wages to marginal hanges in the exogenous variables.
The regressors inluded in the seletion equation, and estimated in the
rst step, are the same as in the employment probability model in the pre-
vious setion. Regarding the seond step or the Miner's equation itself (or
pure Miner ore) uses the prior dened log wages as endogenous variable,
and almost all regressors used at the probabilisti equations, by exepting:
the male head ontributor ondition (jtrab), given its endogeneity on the
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women's quasi-wage variable onstrution the propriety right on dwelling,
and the married-onnivane status' dummies (prop viv, onviv) as the en-
rolled numbers of dwelling for eah family luster (fam num), exluded these
regressors the rest abided equal.
Table 3 reports estimation's results orresponding to Hekman's seond
step, but those who were omitted on seletion equation sine they are equiv-
alent (at least for all ountry estimation) to the prior Probit's estimations
whih results in Table 2 not dier when is merely onsidering the rst step
of Hekman's proedure estimated.
Given the surveyed possibility to ath the dierent skills setors by EN-
NyS, have been estimates not merely the Miner's return for all women em-
ployees, but for every skill setor as well. By deomposing setors by skill-
ognitional insensitivity, log-wages for every spei job ategory has been
made by onstruting from non-skilled workers to operatives, tehniian, pro-
fessional, and supervisors-managers
18
.
Empirially, from 4906 observations, the ensured model has taken 3214
for every skill ategory. All skill Hekit's regression have been taken only
672 unensured observations, the 20.2% of regressed observations. In like
manner 338, 193, 96, 23, 652 unensured observations were respetively taken
to everyone nonskilled, operative, tehniian, professional, and the splied
supervisor-manager ensured regressions. Consequently, the progressive lak
of observation for eah next job's skill setor regarded not only meant less
observed samples available for our estimation, ollinearity problem either
ompel us to disard three oeient
19
at professional setor where mere 23
observation remained after ensured seletion's proess.
Firstly onsidered the utterly women Hekit's regression, how we ould
expet, all eduational oeients were signiantly positive with earnings,
as is being seen on Table 3. The middle eduational attained levels (edup,
edus) have highly signiane on those blue ollar women, sine for all
lasses, operatives and managers-supervisors regressions have aounted for
strong signiation on superior-university eduation's variable.
The aomplished university dummy variable has had a positive response
on earnings, barely doubling the seondary and ollege inomplete dummies
variables oeients. So that, higher eduational levels imply even higher
salaries, espeially for operatives and manager-supervisor workers exepting
for non skilled feminine setor. Nevertheless, latter has apparently been
possessed lesser eet on professionals and tehniian job's lasses, probably
18
These both last ategories have been melted to avoid ollinearity problems; given the
fat of relatively lak of observations.
19
Referred to edup, edusei, and edusupi missing oeients.
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due the lak of unensured observations on these ategories. Eduational
attendane has signiantly gathered with positive oeients on all skill's
regression, its stronger inuene has fallen mainly on the operative as well
as for manager-supervisor's log quasi-wages ategories.
Squared age variable has signiantly negative eet on the women's log-
quasi-wages implying a non-linear assoiation. Despite this linear eet,
age variable having seemed a more robust inuene than non-linear. Again
the relatively short aging range of our data beome into a diult task by
measuring non linear eets given its limited age athment. The eet for
age and age squared merely remains important on managerial-supervisor type
of job's skill, where the age's oeients were positive and signiative. On
this same skill's setor alike prior, but for age squared variable presents a
little negative diretion.
This results agree with those founded by Marhionni (2005, [21℄), a similar
eort on Argentina's labor market, although through a wider two gender
sope where eduational ahievements, eduational attainment and age have
deeply signiane on pereived women's wages enhanement. There earning
equations also reported signiative relations for all regional dummies, where
the oeients' diretion and signiane levels obtained has maintains quite
similar to these estimated here
20
.
The number of hildren at the women family seems to hinder the quasi-
wage produtivity: around 11% per son, speially upon operatives, and
manager-supervisors. Taking a glaze on those, the rst mentioned presents
even bigger eet against operatives wages 22%, subsequent reported returns
were similar to all sample's estimation (11%).
Similarly previous all ountry Probit's estimation, ve geographi on-
trols were added as regional dummies where all theirs gradient exepting
Patagonia have reported pereiving lower signiative return than Greater
Buenos Aires, whih was disarded allowing us to avoid the trap of dummies,
with the highest oeient values for NEA and Pampeana's regions.
Onset seeing the anthropometri variables, we ollide with noteworthy
evidene on the ognitional-ability expliative apability of height. As a
matter of fat for those nonskilled, operatives, and tehniian women re-
ported have been signiative on their earning return's gradient, but as Case
and Paxson (2006, [5℄) had proven, they report dierent signs due to the
ognitive seletion. Aordingly with reported values, one entimeter taller
blue ollar has seeing dereased her inome by 2.3% in average. Conversely,
one operative or tehniian have seen inreased their salaries by 4% and 7%
20
See Table 3.
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respetively. This is easy to see on Figure 2 where a negative slope an
be distinguished for those nonskilled women, and a rising one as the opera-
tive as the tehniian worker. The height's dummy indiate a similar trend
also inluding the height's signiane eet on all sample regression and
supervisor-manager as well. By onsidering any women whatever would be
her job's lass, being one taller than median, she would be gaining an average
of 33% greater than her shorter olleagues. In the same manner, being an
upper than median manager-supervisor woman, hers ondition rises the ex-
peted quasi-wage pereption by barely 30%. Looking up the height dummy,
the blue ollar ategory regression has signiantly gotten a positive oe-
ient for nonskilled women taller than sample's median within her non skilled
job's subgroup ategory, has inreased the inome pereption around 51%,
this may be assoiated with the fat that the majority of blue ollar workers
with highest wages pertain to the upper median blue ollar group. In spite
the fat that the height's oeient presents a negative response to height
inrement.
These evidene is ertainly onsistent with assumed above in the anthro-
pometri Miner's framework, where taller workers are going to deide for
those jobs with greater ognitive ability rather than those who has taken a
more physial one. As we an appreiate on Figure 2, the gradient of height
premium eet over women's log-wages, inasmuh as we are moving from no
skilled to more ognitional intensive setors, the height gradient have long in-
reased its returns to earnings beoming more steeper. The inreasing slope
of this line translates the marginal eet of height into greater women's wages
returns.
Prior has the subjaent impliation that taller workers sort into oupa-
tions that plae a premium on the skills highly orrelated with height, it is
easy to see on the inreasing returns to earnings sine blue ollar to more
ognitive intensive jobs, just as operative and tehniian, whih agrees to
the armation of oupations that attrat taller workers are those whih re-
quire greater levels of ognitive skills. Therefore, getting bak into equation
(8), where the unobserved-ability estimators θj , are supposed non-orthogonal
with height variables αh (talla), by preserving stronger relation with ogni-
tional (ηci ) rather than physial (η
s
i ) ability, so that: θ
c
j > θ
s
j . Moreover,
when we are moving to more ognitional intensive job's skills j the dierene
beomes greater, by suiting with the height ognitive-ability assumed rela-
tion instead a physial-ability one. Supporting founded evidene in Case and
Paxson (2006, [5℄), the height importane on managers and supervisors, via
height dummy (uppermed), is onsistent as well with Persio, Postlewaite
and Silverman (2004, [24℄) armation, they said that taller persons are abler
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to be better leaders.
Yet obesity ondition was signiantly found through previous Probit
model, on behalf of waist irumferene variable, in the earning equation
it has not signiantly gotten eet on log quasi-wage, disarding neither
obesity disriminational nor obesity ability responses to quasi-wage produ-
tivity whih in terms of (8) that is: δ = 0 implying that to explain women's
earnings, unobserved obesity ability are orthogonal to BMI-WC variables.
Notwithstanding, waist irumferene have learly aounted for signia-
tive eet on labor market inlusion (in prior Probit Model);onsequently, at
least a yellow light ought to be spotlighted to our soiety.
Hekman's two-step method estimates in the rst step the nonseletion
hazard or the inverse Mill's ratio, whih is inorporated as an extra regressor
in the model estimated in the seond step. As we saw, this lambda vari-
able aptures the variation on employment probability among individuals,
by avoiding the bias that self-seletion behavior an ause on the OLS esti-
mates using data for working individuals alone. Therefore, the signiane
of the inverse Mill's ratio oeients, presented on Table 3, for almost all
skills ategory; lambda's oeients indiate that self-seletion is present,
its positive value reveals that women with higher hanes to be employed,
are also those with higher quasi-wages pereption. Hene, the sample of ob-
served wages is biased upward ompared with what we would have observed
if women deided whether to work randomly, just as an be observe in Fig-
ure 2 on operative setor: OLS estimation has upwardly sharped slope than
Hekit. In spite of that, professional women have reported negative signif-
iane on its Mill's regressor, translated into a downward biased oeient
whether the random seletion on working deision were presented.
Finally, sample seletion is not signiantly present upon tehniian and
non skilled working women, indiating non presene of sample seletion's bias
for these ategorial estimations. Hene, anthropometri Hekman's results
merely impliate the same results by using OLS on these two skill ategories.
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7 Conlusion
Alike prior studies established for Argentina, eduation attained, urrent at-
tendane and age variables have important signiant returns as likelihood of
work opening (Probit) as in the earning equations semi-elastiity oeients
(Hekit). Former mentioned shows that household head earner presene vari-
able also has importane as market inlusion determinant fator. Both model
have reported signiant and negative returns to inreasing hildren's num-
ber of every working women. Within the seond ensured estimation, be an
inhabitant of every region exepting Patagonia entails pereive lower wages
than Greater Buenos Aires.
We found ertain evidene that arms that obese women earn lesser aver-
age wages than those who have BMI lower than 30 u. and waist irumferene
below 88 m. Besides latter, in average, taller feminine workers than sam-
ple's median gain more, likewise those who have a waist irumferene and
BMI lower than the sample's mean. Undoubtedly there are anthropometri
patterns onditioning the women's labor market behavior.
Obese women also have less probability of being employed, by aording
with Probit model and its results on Table 2, the estimates showed imply
that an Argentine woman who has suered 1 inremental entimeter of waist
irumferene, is near 1 perentage points less likely to get a job; getting
worse for NEA and Patagonia regions where that probability arise at nearly
2%.
Considering the anthropometrial Hekman earning equation, there are
substantial returns to height on the women's labor market in Argentina where
insofar an inrease in height of one entimeter is assoiated with earnings
premium of approximately 7% for tehniians, 4% for operatives, and a sig-
niative redution of 2% for non-skilled workers. More important indeed
is the fat that taller women are more ommonly related with higher og-
nitional intensive positions by showing larger oeient on tehniians than
those for non-skilled working women.
Ultimately, we an assert that taller women who have seleted into jobs
that require greater levels of ognitive skills and lower levels of physial skills.
Leadership abilities, through managers-supervisors setor, also have positive
eet in the height dummy regressor, being this evidene rather onsistent
with the hypothesis that eonomi returns to height an be the result of
orrelations between height, and ognitive ability developed early in life and
remaining throughout it.
Having not been found similar evidene on the professional skill, given its
inherent relation with ognition apability, we an assert that height-stature
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inlusion an improve substantially our understanding on how labor market
works. Through the obtained gradients, its ontribution by grasping the
market behavior is lear.
These results suggest several areas for further researh, involving us to
develop a new wide batteries of poliies against malnourishment and obesity-
labor disrimination. Regarding evidene from the medial literature whih
indiates that nutrition in hildhood plays an important role in determining
both height and ognitive ability, we strongly support future researh towards
this diretion. The importane of develop nutritional poliies is quite ritial,
moreover by onsidering the developing ountries ontexts, where the mal-
nourishment is present nowadays. Eventually disposing with nutritional poli-
ies interventions on whose appliation pledges some level of quality intake,
at the same time, is going to failitate the ahievement of an improved food
onsumption ulture by means of a nutritional eduation's poliies for those
anthropometrially deprived families. On the one hand, would be reahing
an equality of opportunities statement on the intake proportions, and thus
to redue the ognitional gaps by assuring as we an these dierenes would
merely be aused to geneti fators. On the other hand, would be assured
ourselves future by guaranteeing the biologial prop of our future dreamers:
the ognitional apabilities of our hildren.
Abridging all we an summarize the insight of the paper as follow:
(i) Inlude height along with other anthropometri data an help us im-
prove our Miner's regressions estimations.
(ii) Be onerned about what obesity ondition involve around labor mar-
ket, and its impliations in equality of opportunity terms.
(iii) Strives further researh steering to generate onsiousness and better
poliies against malnourishment and obesity seletion through biomet-
ri data inlusion.
Inside a word where the soial dierenes are more and more larger eah
and every moment, all eort aimed to understand the labor market's true na-
ture, an be helpful by enouraging better poliy designing to ght poverty,
and malnourishment threats. Improving the apability of understanding the
women's labor market, is quite ritial to gure out the soials vetors of
women's behavior by regarding our entangle into a more and more unequal
soial reality. Currently, albeit mainly the future role of women in the en-
tury, will have been a ruial role to ope with two perilous threats: more
poorer and unequal soieties.
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Finally, by reminding thoughts of a worldwide renowned statesman, who
wondering around feminine essene, and treating, possibly with the same
spirit, to grasp the meaning of their inherent nature one said:
Women have more strengths in their looks than we have in our
laws, and more power in their tears than we have by our argu-
ments.
G. Saville
Could be that Saville was right, but as soial researhers, with strong deter-
mination is the further aim of this researh, and our duty with ourselves, not
have allowed nor permitted that the others sorrowful tears being fallen over
neither one woman: the tears of disrimination.
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APPENDIX
Figure 1:
Waist Cirumferene Eet on Working Probability
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Figure 2:
Height Eet on Women's Earning Gradients
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Table 1: Basi Statisti (Means)
Cluster q-wages∗ Height WC BMI n
Eduation
Primary 272.12 155.62 88.63 27.45 1207
Seondary 439.96 157.74 85.21 25.75 1472
Coll-Univ 814.57 159.60 82.51 24.86 966
Observed 827 3645 3645 3645 3645
Age Group
16-19 269.32 158.66 76.11 22.23 771
20-29 478.89 158.35 80.52 23.93 1641
30-39 579.94 157.99 85.44 25.97 1328
40-49 578.37 157.20 90.38 28.14 1166
Observed 1016 4906 4906 4906 4906
Skill Setors
Blue Collar 303.47 157.01 85.24 26.03 1129
Operative 624.67 158.21 84.31 25.63 702
Tehniian 759.58 159.62 82.94 24.94 447
Profess 1054.08 160.35 80.48 24.22 141
Superv 920.48 158.77 80.38 23.93 46
Manag 773.05 157.73 84.76 26.33 76
Observed 1013 † 2538 2538 2538 2538††
Anthropometri Measures
Height
h ≥ med 630.08 - 83.22 25.95 2403
h < med 430.96 - 83.82 24.52 2503
Observ. 1016 4906 4906 4906 4906
WC
wc < 88cm. 556.31 158.16 - 22.46 3390
wc ≥ 88cm. 463.99 157.73 - 31.48 1516
Observed 1016 4906 4906 4906 4906
BMI
bmi < 30 548.23 158.38 79.19 - 4025
bmi ≥ 30 432.34 156.33 104.32 - 881
Observed 1016 4906 4906 4906 4906
Total Observations 1016 4906 4906 4906 4906
∗ Only those women who work, and not have pereived ontributions from a male head household.
† 3 of them delared be ative although arm not work in some speially work type.
‡ From 2542 women whom reported work, 4 not delared known their job lass.
Soure: Author's alulation based on ENNyS, 2005.
Table 2: Anthropometri Probit
Regressors Arg. GBA Cuyo NEA NOA Pamp Pata
edup -0.004 -0.518 -0.241 0.064 -0.392 0.347 0.033
(0.04) (1.49) (0.92) (0.36) (1.62) (1.46) (0.15)
edusei 0.092 -0.336 -0.119 0.591 -0.489 0.133 0.089
(0.94) (0.90) (0.45) (2.78)*** (1.89)* (0.52) (0.39)
eduse 0.223 -0.233 -0.123 0.337 -0.171 0.563 0.292
(2.24)** (0.65) (0.46) (1.57) (0.65) (2.13)** (1.23)
edusupi 0.238 -0.331 0.190 -0.018 -0.115 0.667 0.219
(1.88)* (0.80) (0.58) (0.06) (0.39) (1.91)* (0.70)
edusup 0.909 -0.365 0.993 1.331 0.517 1.381 1.122
(7.96)*** (0.95) (3.15)*** (4.67)*** (1.76)* (4.82)*** (3.91)***
edad 0.172 0.247 0.116 0.186 0.218 0.257 0.074
(6.13)*** (2.80)*** (1.57) (3.00)*** (3.10)*** (3.44)*** (1.11)
edadsq -0.002 -0.003 -0.001 -0.002 -0.002 -0.003 -0.001
(5.08)*** (2.43)** (1.29) (2.39)** (2.54)** (2.97)*** (0.75)
asistees 0.332 -0.002 0.074 0.784 -0.009 0.329 0.210
(2.52)** (0.00) (0.22) (2.29)** (0.03) (1.00) (0.68)
ant hij -0.119 -0.189 -0.044 -0.142 -0.158 -0.148 -0.120
(5.24)*** (2.34)** (0.68) (3.09)*** (2.91)*** (2.36)** (2.07)**
fam num 0.033 0.050 0.015 0.056 0.016 0.039 0.105
(1.89)* (0.91) (0.28) (1.50) (0.42) (0.79) (2.16)**
onviv -0.063 0.279 0.006 -0.167 0.110 -0.398 0.257
(0.73) (0.92) (0.03) (0.93) (0.50) (1.94)* (1.11)
jtrab 0.283 -0.043 0.206 0.378 0.243 0.350 0.208
(3.43)*** (0.14) (0.97) (2.13)** (1.25) (1.61) (0.94)
prop viv 0.125 0.142 0.377 0.157 0.469 -0.366 0.165
(2.25)** (0.88) (2.84)*** (1.13) (3.25)*** (2.58)*** (1.21)
talla -0.000 0.010 -0.032 0.028 0.005 0.000 -0.012
(0.04) (0.50) (1.67)* (1.57) (0.29) (0.01) (0.72)
perime -0.012 -0.000 -0.012 -0.028 -0.000 -0.004 -0.021
(2.43)** (0.03) (0.89) (2.04)** (0.03) (0.35) (1.93)*
im 0.017 -0.008 0.013 0.072 -0.036 0.023 0.009
(1.49) (0.24) (0.51) (2.32)** (1.25) (0.82) (0.36)
uppermed -0.009 -0.031 0.269 -0.305 0.047 -0.150 0.123
(0.11) (0.13) (1.25) (1.41) (0.22) (0.70) (0.61)
perob 0.103 0.014 0.348 0.187 -0.024 0.038 0.128
(1.14) (0.06) (1.50) (0.79) (0.10) (0.17) (0.62)
imob -0.078 -0.140 -0.362 -0.370 0.571 -0.320 0.132
(0.75) (0.43) (1.47) (1.43) (2.18)** (1.21) (0.55)
uyo -0.046
(0.48)
nea 0.051
(0.52)
noa 0.065
(0.66)
pamp -0.012
(0.12)
pata 0.023
(0.24)
Constant -3.206 -5.680 2.640 -8.057 -4.432 -5.207 0.707
(2.65)*** (1.74)* (0.84) (2.74)*** (1.41) (1.69)* (0.25)
Observ 2610 319 451 481 436 428 502
Log-Lik -1633.221 -203.827 -278.576 -277.302 -259.357
Pseudo R
2
0.100 0.077 0.108 0.163 0.142 0.167 0.107
Absolute value of z statistis in parentheses:
*** signiant at 1%, ** signiant at 5%, * signiant at 10%
Soure: Author's estimation based on ENNyS, 2005.
Table 3: Anthropometri Hekit
Regressor All Nal Oper Teh Prof Sup-Man
edup -0.022 0.527 -0.575 0.459 0.010
(0.161) (3.169)*** (1.418) (0.248) (0.068)
edusei 0.126 0.523 0.359 -1.112 0.204
(0.908) (3.026)*** (0.940) (0.798) (1.417)
eduse 0.343 0.686 0.665 -1.604 -0.435 0.467
(2.373)** (3.440)*** (1.735)* (1.175) (0.698) (3.120)***
edusupi 0.526 0.827 0.696 -1.756 0.517
(2.930)*** (3.156)*** (1.657)* (1.299) (2.786)***
edusup 0.827 -0.098 0.850 -1.105 -0.089 0.853
(5.657)*** (0.233) (2.049)** (0.849) (0.222) (5.585)***
edad 0.155 0.076 0.112 0.127 -0.341 0.132
(3.433)*** (1.355) (1.450) (0.562) (0.638) (2.827)***
edadsq -0.002 -0.001 -0.001 -0.002 0.004 -0.002
(3.034)*** (1.210) (1.023) (0.635) (0.541) (2.476)**
asistees 0.291 0.598 0.485 -0.730 -0.112 0.283
(2.953)*** (2.374)** (1.155) (0.562) (0.907) (2.797)***
ant hij -0.114 -0.045 -0.221 -0.128 -0.115 -0.114
(4.208)*** (1.457) (3.818)*** (0.927) (0.682) (4.050)***
talla 0.005 -0.023 0.040 0.070 -0.039 0.006
(0.493) (1.711)* (2.056)** (1.985)** (0.757) (0.554)
perime -0.005 -0.005 -0.013 -0.015 0.018 -0.004
(0.742) (0.763) (0.899) (0.587) (0.676) (0.716)
im 0.015 0.021 0.036 0.014 -0.157 0.017
(1.098) (1.138) (1.273) (0.369) (2.746)*** (1.215)
uppermed 0.331 0.513 -0.079 -0.315 0.559 0.295
(2.476)** (2.897)*** (0.346) (0.705) (0.939) (2.123)**
perob -0.058 -0.002 0.021 0.261 1.579 -0.092
(0.445) (0.012) (0.084) (0.535) (1.746)* (0.683)
imob -0.136 -0.299 -0.277 0.356 0.299 -0.158
(0.869) (1.476) (0.934) (0.686) (0.208) (0.967)
uyo -0.576
(3.921)***
nea -0.645
(4.595)***
noa -0.529
(3.995)***
pamp -0.649
(4.210)***
pata -0.113
(0.803)
Constant 1.930 6.678 -3.210 -4.500 23.979 1.758
(1.072) (2.899)*** (0.997) (0.645) (1.694)* (0.943)
Mill's inv 0.282 0.187 0.362 -0.065 -0.798 0.214
(λi) (3.579)*** (1.564) (1.979)** (0.187) (2.373)** (2.596)***
Total Obs. 3214 3214 3214 3214 3214 3214
3214
Censored Obs. 2542 2876 3021 3118 3191 2562
Unensored Obs. 672 338 193 96 23 652
Wald Chi 338.740 152.678 124.066 142.607 40.590 255.445
*** signiant at 1%,** signiant at 5%, * signiant at 10%
Soure: Author's estimation based on ENNyS, 2005.
